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 System and Method for Content Ingestion and Optimized Content Delivery 
 
BACKGROUND 
Content providers (e.g., advertisers) generally provide separate files for each of the 
different format types (e.g., text and video) of content (e.g., ads), and each separate file generally 
needs to be ingested separately.  Some content providers may want to use variations of a same 
video file in different versions of a same ad.  Currently, there is not a way to provide this 
information in a uniform way. 
 
SUMMARY 
A system is described in which content providers can combine and provide content 
having various formats to create a consolidated content file.  The consolidated content can be 
ingested in such a way as to store data in a proprietary format along with metadata that indicates 
how the different formats are related (e.g., how audio content is to be combined with text 
content).  When the content is to be served, e.g., in response to a request, the system can provide 
the content as a single file along with the metadata by which the various format types can be 
consumed, such as rendered in a browser. 
 
DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS 
Figure 1 shows an example system for consolidating content of different formats into 
a package.  
Figure 2 shows an example system for providing content, using metadata to serve 
content from a consolidated content package. 
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 DETAILED DESCRIPTION 
A system is described for packaging multiple content types into a single package.  
For example, the package can contain combinations of video content, image content, audio 
content, and metadata that defines how the types of content are related and used.  The package 
can then be processed and stored, e.g., in a proprietary format.  In some cases, the system can 
generate separate audio files extracted from video, such as if a content provider did not provide 
an audio file and wants make audio content available for distribution independently from the 
video information in the video.  The processed and stored content can be uploaded, for example, 
to a content delivery network with a metadata file. 
Later on, during content distribution, for example, a custom algorithm can process a 
received content request (e.g., an ad request) and provide content responsive to the request.  For 
example, using the custom algorithm, a content server can query the metadata file to determine 
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 Figure 1 shows an example system for consolidating content of different formats into 
a package.  A content publisher having various types of content (e.g., audio, video, text, etc.) can 
create consolidated content 102 for a content item, such as a combination of audio, video and 
text for an advertisement.  Within an ingestion pipeline 104, e.g., an ingestion processor 106 can 
process the content and store the content in a content data store (and optionally in a content 
cache).  The format in which the content is stored can be proprietary, or non-proprietary. 
A content metadata publisher 108, e.g., invoked by the ingestion processor 106, can 
create and store metadata associated with the content.  The stored metadata can be used later, 
e.g., for use in responding to an external request 110.  For example, a server 112 can use the 
metadata to process the content and provide the content in formats that are usable by a requestor 
(e.g., a browser) that provided the request for content.  Metadata can be stored in various 
formats, including proprietary formats.  Metadata information that is stored can include, for 
example, unique identifiers, checksums, compression type information, size information, related 
content identifiers, required capability, versions, file paths, suppressed content type information, 
and other information. 
As an example, a content creator can create content in single format.  A content 
publisher can upload the single file to the system.  The system can process the file and store the 
file internally.  Upon receiving a delivery request (e.g., a request for content), the processed file 
can be provided. 
A content ingestion pipeline, e.g., serving multiple content creators and publishers, 
can work in the following way.  Content creators can create content in different formats.  A 
content publisher can consolidate the different formats into a single file, such as using either zip 
capabilities or a folder that includes a consolidated file, a metadata file, a manifest file, 
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 Content_A and Content_B.  Content files inside the consolidated file can be of the same format 
or a different format.  The consolidated file can be uploaded to the system.  The system can read 
the files, including a manifest file to understand the different content that is included in the 
consolidated file.  The system can then use different other services to process content fields using 
metadata and create a super metadata file about the processed content.  The metadata can then be 
pushed to a metadata service, which will publish the information to content store server for 
subsequent delivery.  The processed content can be uploaded to content storage, for example, 
from which replication and data redundancy-related actions can occur. 
The ingestion pipeline is different from existing systems for the following reasons.  
There is a one-time ingestion for each piece of content having different formats.  Relationships 
among different content can be maintained and easily updated.  There is a reduction of work, as 
content can be published once without needing to upload files multiple times.  Older versions of 
the content can be replaced while maintaining existing relationships with other content.  Manifest 
files can be used to suppress different content at same time.  Storage space can be reduced by 
having a single metadata file that identifies relationships between a single instance of the content 
rather than having multiple individual copies of the content.  Dynamic switch-over to different 
content format during delivery is enabled.  
Dynamic content switching  can occur, for example, in the following scenario.  For 
example, in existing approaches, each request goes through a web server to find content to 
deliver in response to a request.  In the approach described in this disclosure, metadata file can 
be used and can provide a dynamic switch. For example, the first time that the web server 
receives the request, the web server can respond with a redirect will contain a metadata file ID.  
A content delivery service can use the information in the request with the metadata file to deliver 
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 the content.  A subsequent request can be directly forwarded to the content delivery service, 
which will already have the metadata file to service the request.  For example, the content 
delivery service can have the response cached and ready for serving other similar clients.  This 
can reduce the overall round trip latency on content delivery by eliminating the web server in 
subsequent requests.  Dynamic content switching can rely on caching, including caching of 
metadata files and caching of content.  Different techniques can be used to determine, for 















Figure 2 shows an example system for providing content, using metadata to serve 
content from a consolidated content package.  For example, after a browser requests content, a 
web server in communication with the browser can send a redirect URL to download the content 
(e.g., using a path to the metadata).  Using the redirect, the browser is essentially reaching the 
content server.  The content server can retrieve the metadata file from the content store.  The, 
using the metadata, the content server can serve the requested content in formats that are based 
on the request and a type of device.  The browser can then display the retrieved content. 
In some cases, metadata can be queried in order to determine how content is to be 
served.  Content that is processed can be cached or stored, for example, for purposes of data 
redundancy. 
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 ABSTRACT OF THE DISCLOSURE 
A system is described for packaging multiple content types into a single package.  For 
example, the package can contain combinations of video content, image content, audio content, 
and metadata that defines how the types of content are related and used.  The package can then 
be processed and stored, e.g., in a proprietary format with a metadata file that describes how the 
content is related (e.g., how audio content is to be combined with text content). 
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